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1. Introduction. Let G be a compact group. Let 2 denote the set of 
all equivalence classes of continuous irreducible unitary representa
tions of G. For each a* £ 2 , let U(a) be a fixed member of <r. Let Hff be 
the [finite-dimensional] Hubert space on which U(<r) acts, and let dff 

denote the dimension of H9. Let (S(2) denote the product space 
P<r*2$8(H<r). For f&i(G), the Fourier transform ƒ is the element of 
@(2) such that 

<f(<r)S>v)= f{iï:\,n)f(x)dx 
J o 

for all £, rj&Hff and <r£2. 
For an operator A on a finite-dimensional Hubert space, | A | de

notes the unique positive-definite square root of A A ~ [~ denotes 
adjoint]. If #i, • * • , an denote the eigenvalues of \A\, then j|̂ 4f[̂  
denotes ( ]C?a?)1/p f or l^p< oo and 11A | [«^ denotes max \ak: l£k£n\ 
= operator norm of A. Let E be an element in (g(2). Following R. A. 
Kunze [4], we define 

NU-(E*II&II:T* 
for l ^ / X » , and ||£||„ = sup{||E„||*«,:<>'GS}. Finally, we define 
<gP(2)= {£G@(S): | |£ | | ,< oo } for lgp£ oo. 

Kunze [4] has proved the following Hausdorff-Young theorems 
[in considerably greater generality]: 

A. Iff&p(G), 1 ÛP^2, and l/p+l/p' = l, thenf€&p.(?) and 

(a) m>>m>-
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B. IfgE%p>(G),l£pg,2,andl/p+l/p' = l,then 

(b) yusiuiu 
The maximal problem is the problem of determining when identity 

holds in (a) and (b). For groups that are locally compact and Abelian 
and 1 <p < oo, this problem is solved in [l ]. For compact groups and 
1 <p< oo, I. L Hirschman, Jr., [3] solved the maximal problem using 
different p-norms in (g(2) ; we relate his results to ours in §3. 

2. The main theorems. A function ƒ on G is a subcharacter if there 
is an open subgroup Go of G and a continuous 1-dimensional character 
X of Go such that ƒ (x) = xC*0 f ° r xGG0 and ƒ (x) = 0 for x (J GO-

THEOREM 1. If f is a multiple of a translate of a subcharacter of G, 
then\\f\\p, = \\f\\pforallpf l^p£ co. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that ƒ belongs to 2P(G) where Kp< *>and 
p9*2, and suppose that \\?\\P' = ||/||p* [Such f unctions are said to be maxi
mal functions.] Then f is a multiple of a translate of a subcharacter. 

3. Remarks, For 1 < £ < O O , Hirschman [3] used the following 
norms : 

\<r€S / 

For \<pS2, we have | £ | p , g | | £ | | y and H^Sfl̂ ^ |JS[^. For l<p<*> 
and ƒ in the center 21(G) of 8i(G), the equality | / | p = ||/||p obtains. 
Therefore Hirschman's maximal functions are necessarily maximal 
with Kunze's norm. Hirschman's maximal functions are just the 
multiples of translates of subcharacters in 2{(G). 

The proof of Theorem 1 is not difficult. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
long and rather technical. In broad outline, the proof follows that of 
Hirschman [3], but certain new difficulties arise. Many of these arise 
from the fact that our maximal subcharacters need not be in 21(G), 
and so f(cr) can be complicated: forfÇz2\(G), each f(cr) is a multiple of 
the identity operator. Because of this, some tedious lemmas about 
operators on finite-dimensional spaces are required. 

Another interesting difference is the following. In both treatments, 
the theorem for pf > 2 is reduced to the theorem f or p < 2 by means of 
the following duality property: ƒ is maximal in 2P(G), 1 <p<2, if and 
only if F= \f\ ^^gnfis maximal in 2P>(G). Hirschman is able to give 
an explicit form for F in terms of/. All we can prove is that for each 
<r£2, there exist unitary operators V„ and W9 on Hff such that 
P(<r)=V9\}(v)\in*-l)W0. 
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The details of the proofs will be provided in the forthcoming mono
graph [2]. 
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